Sunday Evening
at the
Liberty Hyde Bailey Museum

SOUTH HAVEN
HISTORY CLUB
Learning from the Past to Better the Future

Sunday, May 5th
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 pm

CELEBRATE OUR STUDENTS

Join the Liberty Hyde Bailey Museum's and others as we showcase
South Haven's History Club members' projects entered in the State Competition.
Take the opportunity to talk with members about their projects.

Visit with Erin Miller, author of Final Flight, Final Flight.

Final flight, Final Flight is the story of a group of brave women
who during World War II joined the war effort by enlisting
in the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP).
Erin's grandmother was one of these women.

The History Club is also hosting
“An Evening with Erin Miller”
Monday, May 6th, from 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
At Listik Auditorium, South Haven High School